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  The Early Warning and Maintenance Platform System of the 

Tai-Peng Cable   

I. Instruction 

  In order to develop the renewable energy and reduce the impact of thermal power generating units on 

air quality, Peng-hu is the first area of Taiwan to promote low-carbon demonstration sites. It hopes to 

combine green energy, electric vehicles and solar water heaters to become a green energy tourism 

demonstration island that uses 100% renewable energy. 

  With the increasing proportion of wind power generation, The excess power from Peng-hu can be sent 

to Taiwan's main island in the future to achieve system stability and fully use renewable energy; Taiwan's 

main island can also supply power when the wind power in Peng-hu is insufficient. The concept of ground-

to-ground power transmission was born and promoted the current development of the Tai-Peng Cable. 

  Tai-Peng Cable is a submarine cable along Tai-zi village at Yun-lin to Hu-shi country at Peng-hu. Since 

we cannot prevent accidents as general inspection, we use the information of ships sailing in the Taiwan 

Strait to develop a Tai-Peng cable early warning and maintenance platform, which actively discover ships 

and collect navigational conditions to notify and drive away the ships may anchor in advance to reduce the 

risk of anchoring submarine cables. 

II. Actual benefits of platform 

A. Prevent ship anchor striking the cable instant monitoring system: Because of the construction cost 

of the Tai-Peng cable is huge. Passive detection of accidents is a non-permanent maintenance method. 

To prevent the anchor striking the cable, the instant monitoring system is a new era for power supply 

units to maintain the cable. 

B. Not missing ships anchoring at high risk: Monitoring and maintenance personnel can set up relevant 

early warning mechanisms based on the tonnage and speed of the ships, and warn against the harmful 

ships at specific areas to reduce the risk of the anchor striking the cable. 

C. Passive warning change to active message in advance: Implementing the spirit of proactive 

maintenance and immediate publicity, and immediately informing the ships that have been identified 

as having a risk of hazards to be far away from the submarine cables by proactive message, and actively 

handling to prevent the ships anchoring lead to the cable broken. 

D. Filing the data of ships: Recording the ships that have been traveling in the surveillance area, and 

establishing special observation lists for abnormal ships. In addition to query the ship's capital and 

historical trajectory (as shown in Picture1) for maintenance personnel, it can also analyze the ship's 

type and navigation mode as big data. 

E. Multi-system integration platform: In addition to the submarine cable operation status and the optical 

fiber detection system introduced, we also implement monitoring the health status of submarine cables 

to ensure the safety of power supply, and regular reviewing and correcting the ship anchor alarm 

parameters. Considering the displacement of submarine cable paths caused by the impact of ocean 

currents, we regular survey and correct the warning areas range to effectively use the early warning 

function. 
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F. The responsibility for power supply units: The Tai-Peng Cable take the heavy responsibility of green 

energy integration, and it becomes a new challenge for power supply maintenance department. We will 

continue to accumulate the experience of submarine cables to prevent anchoring and implement the 

maintenance works. 

Picture1. Vessel information and trajectory 

 

III. The benefit of platform after evaluating 
A. Effectively reduce the number of system power failures (System Average Interruption 

Frequency Index, SAIFI)：The platform system proactively handles high-risk ships, and issues an 

alert in advance, asking the ships to leave the alert range of the Tai-Peng cable, which can effectively 

prevent the occurrence of damage to the marine cable from the anchor damage of the ship, thereby 

improving the reliability of power supply and greatly reducing the probability of outages. 

B. Reduce the cost of submarine cables(Key Performance Indicators, KPI)：The cost of repairing 

submarine cable is about 15 million, and the daily generating cost if starting the standby unit of Jian-

shan power plant was about 3.36 million. If N-1 accident occurs in the Tai-Peng submarine cable, it 

will be equivalent to 100 million dollars per month during the restoration period. However, the 

restorage project cannot be completed in a short time because It is necessary to consider the weather, 

ocean currents, and special submarine cable-delayed flights; therefore, the early warning and 

maintenance platform system can help us to save at least about 400 million dollars.  

IV. Future improvement 
A. Detecting the position and depth of the submarine cable through GPS every three years and 

confirming whether the submarine cable is damaged, displaced, etc., and updating the warning range 

and navigation map of the submarine cable to ensure the safety of the submarine cable. 

B. The current warning messages of this system sent to each ship are through the "Ship Identification 

System" from the Maritime and Port Bureau. In order to strengthen the autonomous functionality of 

this platform, the feasibility of building a system by ourselves has been evaluated. 


